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With 2023 wrapped up, we delve into the year
ahead and preview what 2024 has in store!



WELCOME!WELCOME!
to the Full Pelt Magazine!

Follow Full Pelt on Social Media!

@fullpelt

@fullpeltmusic
on Facebook

on Instagram, X, TikTok and YouTube

Packed full of music news, reviews and more!

Last week we wrapped up 2023 with our

annual ‘Year In Review’ during which we

revealed the winners of the Full Pelt

Awards!

This week it’s time to look forward to what 2024

has to offer as we present our preview of the year

including the most exiting tours, the hottest

festivals, highly anticipated albums and our ones

to watch list.

We also present the first our of weekly music News

Reports for the year including the latest from Liam

Gallagher, Frank Turner, YONAKA and more!



beans on toast

www.fullpeltmusic.com

the full pelt

Music Podcast

cj wildheart

The Dollyrots REWs

listen on spotify, apple podcasts,

youtube, google podcasts,

amazon music, castbox, deezer,

radio public, pocket casts & more!
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Listen on Spotify

YONAKA
'PREDATOR'

Bring Me The Horizon 
'Kool-Aid'

Normandie
'Sorry'

Smash Into Pieces
'Trigger'

Green Day
'One Eyed Bastard'

Alkaline Trio
'Versions of You'

Troy Redfern
'The Strange'

Any Given Day
'Come Whatever May'

Casey
'Selah'

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5nOOxAVs15G5PxOT7C1lsp?si=b0a163c5fb004267


Every week we roundup the best music news



LIAM
GALLAGHER &
JOHN SQUIRE
Liam Gallagher has teamed up with John Squire as they release their first
single together, ‘Just Another Rainbow’, with more new music to follow as the
year unfolds.

John says, “To me the most obvious take on ‘Just Another Rainbow’ is that it's
about disappointment, and the sentiment is that you never get what you
really want. But I don't like to explain songs, I think that's the privilege of the
listener, it's whatever you want it to be. To me, it's also one of the most
uplifting tracks we’ve made together, which is weird.” 
 
Liam adds, “I think John's a top songwriter. Everyone always bangs on about
him as a guitarist, but he’s a top songwriter too, man, no two ways about it as
far as I'm concerned. There's not enough of his music out there, whether it's
with the Roses or himself. It's good to see him back writing songs and fucking
good ones. The melodies are mega and then the guitars are a given. But I
think even when you take all the fucking guitars off, you can play the songs all
on acoustic and they’ll all still blow your mind.” 



NORMANDIE

BRING ME THE
HORIZON

As the clock struck midnight and 2024 began, Stockholm trio, Normandie,
released ‘Sorry’, the latest single from their forthcoming new album,
‘Dopamine’, set for a February 9th 2024 release.

‘Sorry’, follows recent singles, ‘Butterflies’, ‘Flowers For The Grave’, ‘Blood In The
Water’, ‘Hourglass’ and ‘Ritual’, in-keeping with the band’s ‘Dopamine Clinic’,
which sees new songs ‘prescribed’ on the first of every month leading up to
album release.

"Sorry" is about a one sided relationship,” shares frontman Philip Strand.
“You're so stuck to this person that no matter the pain, you just can't be the
one to break it off, so you're begging to be left.”

Bring Me The Horizon will shortly be taking over some of the UK’s largest
venues, and fans heading along now have a new song to sink their teeth into!

As we all await further details on upcoming release, ‘POST HUMAN : NEX GEN’,
we can all drink the ‘Kool-Aid’ with the groups latest pre-release single.

PHOTO CREDIT: SEBASTIAN STRAND



CASEY
Casey have unveiled new single 'Selah', the
final glimpse of their new album, ‘How to
Disappear’, to be released 12th January.

Vocalist Tom Weaver comments: "My
overwhelming feeling towards religion is
that at its best it provides a sense of
belonging and community; and at its worst
it serves to absolve accountability. In
moments of crisis, I’ve often posed that
question of “If you’re there, why are you
doing this to me?”.
 
"'Selah' articulates that question with
examples from my life. Near-death
experiences or moments of pain that feel
as though they shouldn’t happen beneath
the benevolent gaze of something greater."

VENUES
German post-hardcore quartet VENUES
have released a video for their new single
'Radiate Me'!

Vocalist Robin comments: "The last year
was quite tough for me, as my mother was
diagnosed with two types of cancer. She
immediately took up the fight and
underwent chemotherapy, which was
extremely hard on her. I drove her to various
hospitals time and again, took care of the
household, and cared for her as a person.
But primarily, I saw her suffer and what the
poison of this treatment did to her. The
chemotherapy almost killed her. 'Radiate
Me' is all of that in one song. As it stands
now, she is doing well and we all hope that
it stays that way. F*ck cancer!" 

SMASH INTO
PIECES
Smash Into Pieces release their next epic
single, ‘Trigger’, and officially announce
their next forthcoming full-length album,
‘Ghost Code’, slated for release on April
12th.

ANY GIVEN
DAY

Metalcore behemoths Any Given Day have
released their new single 'Come Whatever
May'. 

The track is taken from their upcoming
album ‘Limitless’ which is due for release
on 26th January!

PHOTO CREDIT: INGMAR WEIN

PHOTO CREDIT: MARTYNA BANNISTER
PHOTO CREDIT: PAULA SCHUMACHER

PHOTO CREDIT: ILONA GERASYMOVA



FRANK
TURNER

PET
NEEDS

Frank Turner has shared the first taste of new music coming this year with
new track, ‘No Thank You For The Music’!

Turner says “I spent the summer of 2023 in the studio at the end of my garden
making a new record, my tenth. It feels like a moment of rejuvenation: a new
album, my first with Callum on drums, my first back home with a global
independent label setup (still with Xtra Mile of course), my first with the
pandemic firmly behind us, the first one I’ve produced myself

There’s going to be a lot more information, fanfare and of course music in the
coming months, but let’s kick this off. Here’s a song from the new album; a
song about defiance, rejection of mainstream culture, pride in the
underground, and staying angry as you get older.”

Pet Needs are gearing up to release their third studio album, ‘Intermittent
Fast Living’, on February 16th.

On New Year’s Eve, the band share the latest pre-release single, ‘The Optimist’,
which is suitable as the band will be optimistic about the chances of success
for the album!

PHOTO CREDIT: VANESSA SOLLNER



YONAKA
Yonaka have kick-started 2024 with their
fantastic new single, ‘Predator’.

The group released latest EP, ‘Welcome to
My House’ last year and will be taking their
new music on the road in March!

THE LEMON
TWIGS

The Lemon Twigs release new single, ‘My
Golden Years’.

As the brothers describe it, the track is a
power-pop anthem about “making every
minute count and living up to your
potential.” They continue, joking that, “in
that sense I think that people like Mark
Ruffalo or people who hike might like the
song. Or it could be good while you’re
working out.”

CAST
Cast fire into 2024 by sharing the new
single ‘Far Away’ from their upcoming
album ‘Love Is The Call’.

John Power says, “‘Far Away’ is a classic
pop song, all jangling guitars with an
instant hook line and melody that lifts off
from the word go. The song is about trying
to find your voice in a world that doesn’t
care or seem to want to listen.  As the world
turns into the shadows, the sun still burns
so far away, and the dreams you keep until
tomorrow, they sometimes feel so far
away.” 

TROY
REDFERN

Slide guitar virtuoso Troy Redfern shares
new single, ‘The Strange’, from upcoming
album, ‘Invocation’, which is out May 17th!

Says Troy, “The Strange is about the
realisation that a relationship is falling
apart in slow motion. Despite how difficult
it may seem to break away, it’s about the
sense that life is slipping by is an ever-
present feeling.”

PHOTO CREDIT: STEPHANIE PIA

PHOTO CREDIT: JASON BRIDGES



GREEN DAY

ALKALINE
TRIO

Green Day are ringing in the new year with fiery new track, ‘One Eyed
Bastard’. The electrifying track is the band’s final offering ahead of their 14th
studio album ‘Saviors’ – coming 19 January, 2024.

“One Eyed Bastard started off as just a riff that I had -- a shuffle, almost like a
Black Sabbath kind of riff. Lyrically, I was just reflecting on bad times in life,”
shared Billie Joe Armstrong. “That’s the thing about nostalgia, sometimes you
think, “That was an awful time.” Everybody’s got that ugly place in their life
where they have to deal with ugly thoughts -- it could be like revenge or
whatever. Thankfully, I have an outlet in songwriting.”

Alkaline Trio reveals a darker dimension of its forthcoming new album with
‘Versions of You’, the third advance offering from ‘Blood, Hair, and Eyeballs’,
out January 26.

Dan Andriano recalls the song’s genesis, “From the start there was something
really exciting about this one, a raw energy we didn’t want to let go. I was
playing guitar and showing a part to Cameron, Matt grabbed a bass and
created this killer disjointed groove under what became the verse. It felt raw
and ferocious, and we knew that’s what we had to capture, so that’s how we
did it when the red light came on.”

PHOTO CREDIT: JONATHAN WEINER

PHOTO CREDIT: EMMIE AMERICA



HOT LIST!

just added

listen on spotify

Frank turner

'no thank you for the music'

Cast

'FARAWay'

The lemon twigs

'My golden years'

Liam Gallagher & John Squire

'Just Another Rainbow'

Pet needs

'the optimist'

Venues

'Radiate me'

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/07e6Xvj1w6TuzMLocsfxHp?si=7a640b6f3cc74c45


MOUTH
CULTURE

Fresh off a UK tour supporting Teenage
Wrist, as well as shows with a whole
host of artists from While She Sleeps to
Honey Revenge, fast-rising Leicester-
based trio Mouth Culture have
announced a UK headline tour in
February / March 2024. 

The band say “We just ended 2023 on
the biggest high, releasing our EP
’Mishaps Of My Mid Twenties’, a sold
out tour with Teenage Wrist and then
topping it off with a sold out show at
the Octagon in Sheffield with While
She Sleeps. It’s bucket list stuff, and we
are ready to take this record out on
some headline shows, to a whole load
of places we have never been before.”

NICKO
MCBRAIN

Audiences at this year’s 52nd
Mountbatten Festival of Music (MFM) at
the Royal Albert Hall in March are in for
an extra special treat when global
drumming icon of Iron Maiden fame,
Nicko McBrain, takes to the stage to
join The Massed Bands of His Majesty’s
Royal Marines.

Commenting on what might seem an
unlikely combination of talents, Nicko
says: “It is such an honour to be invited
to perform with the Massed Bands of
His Majesty’s Royal Marines at the 2024
Mountbatten Festival of Music. I feel so
humbled to be a part of this fantastic
event. I look forward to seeing you all
at the Royal Albert Hall in March to
enjoy rockin' out to some Maiden
ditties along with a few fantastic
surprises!”



F U L L  P E L T ’ S  B E S T  O F

SPOTIFY PLAYLIST!

INCLUDING TRACKS FROM OUR ALBUMS OF THE YEAR!

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2KpQh0cEYn8hRT5AJCIN9n?si=cb5da2b2a38d4623


F U L L  P E L T ’ S  B E S T  O F

SPOTIFY PLAYLIST!

INCLUDING TRACKS FROM OUR EP’S OF THE YEAR!

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2KpQh0cEYn8hRT5AJCIN9n?si=cb5da2b2a38d4623


F U L L  P E L TF U L L  P E L T
A W A R D SA W A R D S

20232023

all the
winners!

DISCOVE
R

Catch-up in last week’s issue!



F U L L  P E L T ’ S  B E S T  O F

SPOTIFY PLAYLIST!

INCLUDING FULL ‘SINGLE OF THE YEAR’ SHORTLIST!

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2KpQh0cEYn8hRT5AJCIN9n?si=cb5da2b2a38d4623


F U L L  P E L T ’ S  B E S T  O F

SPOTIFY PLAYLIST!

INCLUDING SONGS FROM OUR ARTISTS OF THE YEAR!

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2KpQh0cEYn8hRT5AJCIN9n?si=cb5da2b2a38d4623


After rounding up 2023 in last week’s magazine, this
week we look forward into the year that will be 2024!
There is plenty to get excited about as we get ready
to make new memories and love new music, so over
the following pages we will dive into the events and
bands that will stand out in this new year.

We’ve handpicked twelve artists that we believe will
have big years in 2024 including the winners of our
2023 ‘Discover’ New Artist of the Year – Rituals! The
band already have headline dates in the calendar
and you can expect them to capitalise on the
momentum behind them. The same can be said of
Lake Malice who won our ‘EP of the Year’ during
their breakthrough year. This year though we fully
expect them to breakout and become one of the
hottest names on the scene.

Speaking of headline tours, you can also expect to
catch Mouth Culture, The Nightmares and KITE
THIEF out making waves. There’s new music on tap
from Gen and the Degenerates, Unpeople and
Interlaker, and we can’t wait to see what BIG
SPECIAL, Kid Bookie, HotWax and Tropic Gold have
in store for 2024.

Having just revealed our 2023 Album of the Year list,
we are already daunted by the prospect of compiling
our 2024 list given that the likes of IDLES, Bob Vylan,
Bring Me The Horizon, Green Day and Sum 41 all
have big records coming our way.

There will be plenty of bigger acts on this road this
year with the likes of Slipknot, Nickelback and Limp
Bizkit coming to the UK. Homegrown talent like PET
NEEDS, Frank Carter & The Rattlesnakes, Creeper
and Enter Shikari will also ensure that there is plenty
of opportunity to head to a show or fifty!

Festivals as usual will be bringing lots of talent
together in one place and we seriously recommend
that you take a look at the line-ups for Download,
Slam Dunk, 2000trees, Takedown, Victorious and
Latitude over the coming pages!

Yes, 2024 is here and we can’t wait to get stuck in…
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GEN AND THE DEGENERATES BIG SPECIAL

RITUALS
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You can listen to Interviews with the following artists from our ‘album of the year’ list now!

the subwaysTherapy?

sean mcgowan

black orchid empire

the pearl harts

demob happythe xcertsjim lockey and the solemn sun

king nunryan hamiltonsaint agnes

dream nails
black water countyjames and the cold gun



LYRICSLYRICS
ON THE BRAIN

Can you name each song from the lyrics?
Go on give it a go - the theme this week is:

BACK TO WORK!

CAN WE TAKE A RIDE?
GET OUT OF THIS PLACE WHILE WE STILL HAVE TIME

I NEED SOMEONE YOUNG, WILLING, AND ABLE
YOU NEED SOMEONE OLD ENOUGH TO KNOW BETTER

DARLING, I KNOW THIS
IT'S THE WORK THAT MAKES IT WORTH IT

POUR MYSELF A CUP OF AMBITION
AND YAWN AND STRETCH AND TRY TO COME TO LIFE

ANSWERS: 1} ‘The Work’ - Jimmy Eat World 2) ‘Dirty Work’ - Halestorm 3) ‘The Work’ - Frank Turner
4) ‘9 to 5’ - Dolly Parton 5) ‘Money for Nothing’ - Dire Straits

MAYBE GET A BLISTER ON YOUR LITTLE FINGER
MAYBE GET A BLISTER ON YOUR THUMB



Rising alt-pop act Chloe Star returns with
her new single, ‘Happy Place’!

Following “Fool” and “Found My Peace,” her new
electrifying single, “Happy Place,” is the third in
her trilogy of confessional tracks that explore
lingering effects of a toxic relationship: “I tell a
story with these 3 songs — the heartbreak, the
awakening, and the release,” she says. “Fool”
details the breakdown of the relationship,
“Found My Peace” sees Chloe emerging from the
ashes of heartbreak, and, finally, “Happy Place”
is about finding freedom in healing. "'Happy
Place' is about that feeling of relief that you
experience when you finally feel comfortable being
on your own," says Chloe. "That's 'Happy Place.'"

Chloe Star - ‘Happy Place’

Grieving - ‘Tarpaulin’

Where Oceans Burn - ‘Static’

Listen, Follow and Discover your new favourite act on our ‘Discover’ New Music Playlist

Then find out the stories behind the songs on our ‘Discover’ New Music Podcast!

Cambridge’s Grieving have announced their
debut album, ‘Everything Goes Right, All At
Once’, will arrive on March 15th.

The band also share a new single, ‘Tarpaulin’, a song
that bassist Jack Hurst attributes to: "personally
approaching a sense of self-doubt, and accepting that
certainty in life is rarely exactly that."

Manchester metalcore act Where Oceans Burn
share new single, ‘Static’, featuring Aaron Matts
of ten56.!

The band comments: “Static is about going through a
dark period and abusing substances and the inner
dialogue in my head. Chasing a false feeling of happiness
to escape issues I wasn't ready to face.”

DISCOVER
N E W  M U S I C  P L A Y L I S T
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https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2dogEtfVpJfG9ahJwSl6ky?si=fe038bf394b54e1d
https://fullpeltmusic.com/discover-new-music-podcast/


Listen, Follow and Discover your new favourite act on
our ‘Discover’ New Music Playlist

Then find out the stories behind the songs on our
‘Discover’ New Music Podcast!

C O M I N G  S O O N

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2dogEtfVpJfG9ahJwSl6ky?si=fe038bf394b54e1d
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2dogEtfVpJfG9ahJwSl6ky?si=fe038bf394b54e1d
https://fullpeltmusic.com/discover-new-music-podcast/
https://fullpeltmusic.com/discover-new-music-podcast/


DISCOVER
N E W  M U S I C  P O D C A S T

headcage north atlas

kite thief death of me

recent guests

listen on spotify,  apple
podcasts, youtube, google

podcasts,  amazon music,
castbox, deezer, radio public,

pocket casts & more



year in review

issue!issue!
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photos of the year

2023 AOTY EP of the year

full pelt awards new artist award

CATCH UPCATCH UP
at www.fullpeltmusic.com!

https://fullpeltmusic.com/category/fullpeltmagazine/
https://fullpeltmusic.com/category/fullpeltmagazine/
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